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Session 1: Word List
cork n. a type of light and buoyant material that comes from the

bark of the cork oak tree often used as a stopper for
bottles or as a material for insulation or flooring; (verb) to
close or seal something with a cork or similar stopper

synonym : stopper, bung, plug

(1) cork a bottle, (2) cork flooring

She used a cork board to display her favorite photographs.

jargon n. specialized language or vocabulary used by a particular
group or profession that is often difficult for outsiders to
understand; language that is full of technical slang or
obscure terms and is often used to obscure or confuse
rather than clarify

synonym : lingo, vernacular, slang

(1) business jargon, (2) scientific jargon

The financial industry is notorious for using complicated
jargon that confuses consumers.

emit v. to give off or send out something such as light, heat,
sound, gas, etc.

synonym : give off, radiate, expel

(1) emit a gamma ray, (2) emit air pollution

During the unloading, the container box emits a clicking
sound.
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Session 2: Spelling

1. c__k a bottle n. a type of light and buoyant material that
comes from the bark of the cork oak
tree often used as a stopper for bottles
or as a material for insulation or
flooring; (verb) to close or seal
something with a cork or similar stopper

2. business ja___n n. specialized language or vocabulary
used by a particular group or profession
that is often difficult for outsiders to
understand; language that is full of
technical slang or obscure terms and is
often used to obscure or confuse rather
than clarify

3. e__t a gamma ray v. to give off or send out something such
as light, heat, sound, gas, etc.

4. e__t air pollution v. to give off or send out something such
as light, heat, sound, gas, etc.

5. c__k flooring n. a type of light and buoyant material that
comes from the bark of the cork oak
tree often used as a stopper for bottles
or as a material for insulation or
flooring; (verb) to close or seal
something with a cork or similar stopper

6. scientific ja___n n. specialized language or vocabulary
used by a particular group or profession
that is often difficult for outsiders to
understand; language that is full of
technical slang or obscure terms and is
often used to obscure or confuse rather
than clarify

ANSWERS: 1. cork, 2. jargon, 3. emit, 4. emit, 5. cork, 6. jargon
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Session 3: Fill in the Blanks

1. She used a ____ board to display her favorite photographs.

n. a type of light and buoyant material that comes from the bark of the cork oak
tree often used as a stopper for bottles or as a material for insulation or
flooring; (verb) to close or seal something with a cork or similar stopper

2. During the unloading, the container box _____ a clicking sound.

v. to give off or send out something such as light, heat, sound, gas, etc.

3. The financial industry is notorious for using complicated ______ that confuses
consumers.

n. specialized language or vocabulary used by a particular group or profession
that is often difficult for outsiders to understand; language that is full of
technical slang or obscure terms and is often used to obscure or confuse rather
than clarify

ANSWERS: 1. cork, 2. emits, 3. jargon
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